Title: AUTOMATIC NATIVE GENERATION

Abstract: Various technologies and techniques are disclosed for automatically generating native images for a virtual machine environment. A virtual machine environment is provided where application libraries are distributed in an intermediate language format and then compiled at a later point in time. An automatic native generation service is provided that monitors the application libraries and generates a native image for a particular one or more of the application libraries when the service determines that native generation is appropriate. Invalid native images are automatically detected and re-generated. If a load attempt for a particular native image is unsuccessful, then the native image is determined to be invalid. The particular native image is then regenerated automatically.
AUTOMATIC NATIVE GENERATION

BACKGROUND

[001] Many applications and libraries are distributed in an intermediate format, such as MICROSOFT® Intermediate Language (MSIL). These intermediate language binaries (also known as managed assemblies in the case of MICROSOFT® .NET) are typically compiled dynamically at runtime in a virtual machine environment using a Just-in-Time (JIT) compiler. An alternative to dynamic compilation is pre-compilation via Native Generation (NGen). NGen generates machine code and runtime data structures from the intermediate language and persists them in files on disk. The images produced by NGen are called Native or NGen images. Unlike JIT-compiled code, code and data structures in NGen images can be shared across processes. For libraries and frameworks that are typically shared across multiple processes, NGen is extremely useful since it minimizes the working set of each managed process. NGen therefore reduces the overall memory utilization of the system. NGen is also very useful for minimizing start up time of client-side applications.

[002] Several managed platforms/applications are using NGen. Unfortunately, however, it is quite difficult to use NGen in these current platforms. Since NGen images need to be created on the end-user machine, NGen commands need to be chained through the framework/application's installer. Typically, that involves writing a custom action (such as a MICROSOFT® WINDOWS® Installer action) that invokes a command-line tool (ngen.exe in the case of MICROSOFT® .NET). Custom actions are not trivial to write. Moreover, NGen images may become invalidated for a variety of reasons (such as when the corresponding libraries/assemblies are serviced), and need to be regenerated each time that happens by issuing explicit commands through the command line tool.

SUMMARY

[003] Various technologies and techniques are disclosed for automatically generating native images for a virtual machine environment. A virtual machine environment is provided where application libraries are distributed in an intermediate language format and then compiled at a later point in time. An
automatic native generation service is provided that monitors the application libraries and generates a native image for a particular one or more of the application libraries when the service determines that native generation is appropriate.

[004] In one implementation, native generation is determined to be appropriate by monitoring how frequently a particular application library is used, and then regenerating the application libraries in order of frequency of usage. In another implementation, native generation is determined to be appropriate by reading an identifier associated with a particular application library indicating it has been opted into native generation.

[005] Invalid native images are automatically detected and re-generated. For example, if a load attempt for a particular native image is unsuccessful, then the native image is determined to be invalid. The particular native image is then regenerated automatically.

[006] This Summary was provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[007] Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of a computer system of one implementation.

[008] Figure 2 is a diagrammatic view of an automatic native generation application of one implementation operating on the computer system of Figure 1.

[009] Figure 3 is a high-level process flow diagram for one implementation of the system of Figure 1.

[010] Figure 4 is a process flow diagram for one implementation of the system of Figure 1 illustrating the stages involved in providing an automatic native generation service that uses load counters to determine an order to generate the native images.

[011] Figure 5 is a process flow diagram for one implementation of the system of Figure 1 illustrating the stages involved in providing an automatic native generation service that uses heuristics to help determine which native images to generate.
[012] Figure 6 is a process flow diagram for one implementation of the system of
Figure 1 illustrating the stages involved in providing an automatic native generation
service that automatically re-generates native images that are determined to be
invalid.

[013] Figure 7 is a process flow diagram for one implementation of the system of
Figure 1 that illustrates the stages involved in managing and interacting with a data
file to help track which native images should be generated by the native generation
service.

[014] Figure 8 is a logical diagram for one implementation of the system of Figure
1 that illustrates the interaction of various libraries and/or subsystems during an
automatic native generation process.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[015] For the purposes of promoting an understanding of the principles of the
invention, reference will now be made to the embodiments illustrated in the
drawings and specific language will be used to describe the same. It will
nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the scope is thereby intended. Any
alterations and further modifications in the described embodiments, and any further
applications of the principles as described herein are contemplated as would
normally occur to one skilled in the art.

[016] The system may be described in the general context as an application that
automatically generates native images (NGen images) in a virtual machine
environment, but the system also serves other purposes in addition to these. In one
implementation, one or more of the techniques described herein can be
implemented as features within a framework program such as MICROSOFT®
.NET Framework, Java Virtual Machine, or from any other type of program or
service that deals with an intermediate language and then needs to compile that
intermediate language into machine code for execution on a target machine.

[017] As shown in Figure 1, an exemplary computer system to use for
implementing one or more parts of the system includes a computing device, such as
computing device 100. In its most basic configuration, computing device 100
typically includes at least one processing unit 102 and memory 104. Depending on
the exact configuration and type of computing device, memory 104 may be volatile (such as RAM), non-volatile (such as ROM, flash memory, etc.) or some combination of the two. This most basic configuration is illustrated in Figure 1 by dashed line 106.

[018] Additionally, device 100 may also have additional features/functionality. For example, device 100 may also include additional storage (removable and/or non-removable) including, but not limited to, magnetic or optical disks or tape. Such additional storage is illustrated in Figure 1 by removable storage 108 and non-removable storage 110. Computer storage media includes volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. Memory 104, removable storage 108 and non-removable storage 110 are all examples of computer storage media. Computer storage media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium which can be used to store the desired information and which can accessed by device 100. Any such computer storage media may be part of device 100.

[019] Computing device 100 includes one or more communication connections 114 that allow computing device 100 to communicate with other computers/applications 115. Device 100 may also have input device(s) 112 such as keyboard, mouse, pen, voice input device, touch input device, etc. Output device(s) 111 such as a display, speakers, printer, etc. may also be included. These devices are well known in the art and need not be discussed at length here. In one implementation, computing device 100 includes automatic native generation application 200. Automatic native generation application 200 will be described in further detail in Figure 2.

[020] Turning now to Figure 2 with continued reference to Figure 1, an automatic native generation application 200 operating on computing device 100 is illustrated. Automatic native generation application 200 is one of the application programs that
reside on computing device 100. However, it will be understood that automatic native generation application 200 can alternatively or additionally be embodied as computer-executable instructions on one or more computers and/or in different variations than shown on Figure 1. Alternatively or additionally, one or more parts of automatic native generation application 200 can be part of system memory 104, on other computers and/or applications 115, or other such variations as would occur to one in the computer software art.

[021] Automatic native generation application 200 includes program logic 204, which is responsible for carrying out some or all of the techniques described herein. Program logic 204 includes logic for providing an automatic native generation service for a virtual machine environment 206; logic for monitoring application libraries used in the virtual machine environment 208; logic for generating and/or re-generating a native image from an intermediate language for one or more of the application libraries when the service determines that native generation is appropriate 210; logic for determining that native generation is appropriate at least in part by reading a native generation attribute associated with each of the application libraries 212; logic for determining that native generation is appropriate at least in part by tracking a load counter for each of the application libraries, sorting the load counter for each of the application libraries, and using the sorted load counters to determine an order in which to generate the native image for some or all of the application libraries 214; logic for determining that native generation is appropriate for a given one or more libraries by using heuristics (e.g. tracking which libraries are used simultaneously by multiple processes and would benefit from native generation, etc.) 216; and other logic for operating the application 220.

In one implementation, program logic 204 is operable to be called programmatically from another program, such as using a single call to a procedure in program logic 204.

[022] Turning now to Figures 3-8 with continued reference to Figures 1-2, the stages for implementing one or more implementations of automatic native generation application 200 are described in further detail. Figure 3 is a high level process flow diagram for automatic native generation application 200. In one form,
the process of Figure 3 is at least partially implemented in the operating logic of computing device 100. The procedure begins at start point 240 with providing a virtual machine environment where application libraries are distributed in an intermediate language format (such as MICROSOFT® intermediate language [MSIL]) and then compiled at a later point in time (e.g. to machine-executable code) (stage 242). The term application library as used herein is meant to include code libraries that can be compiled into machine code and executed and/or accessed by a computer as a dynamic link library (DLL), executable program (EXE), and/or another type of program or library.

[023] An automatic native generation service is provided that monitors the application libraries and generates a native image (e.g. synchronously before image load is completed, asynchronously immediately following the image load, or asynchronously when the machine is idle) for a particular one or more of the application libraries when the service determines that native generation and/or re-generation is appropriate (stage 244). One or more combinations of heuristics, tracking load counters, determining the old native image is invalid, reading a native generation attribute specified by a developer, and/or other rules of logic can be used to determine that native generation is appropriate (stage 244). As one non-limiting example, a developer can set a native generation attribute for a particular library/assembly, and the system can then read that attribute to determine that the developer wishes to opt-in to native generation. Some additional non-limiting examples are described in further detail in Figures 4-6. The process ends at end point 246.

[024] Figure 4 illustrates one implementation of the stages involved in providing an automatic native generation service that uses load counters to determine an order to generate the native images. In one form, the process of Figure 4 is at least partially implemented in the operating logic of computing device 100. One or more combinations of load counters can be used instead of or in addition to the other techniques described herein for determining when automatic native generation is appropriate. The procedure begins at start point 270 with providing an automatic native generation service that monitors application libraries on the machine (stage
Each time one of the application libraries is loaded, a load counter is incremented for the particular library to indicate it has been loaded again (stage 274). The load counter for each application library is recorded in a data file (or other data storage means) (stage 276). The load counters are sorted in a particular order (e.g. descending numerical order so that the application library that has been loaded the most appears first in the list) (stage 278). The sorted list is then used to determine the order in which to generate the respective native image (stage 280). In one implementation, the native image for the library with the highest counter is generated before others that have a lower counter and were thus not used as much (stage 280). The process ends at end point 282.

[025] Figure 5 illustrates one implementation of the stages involved in providing an automatic native generation service that uses heuristics to help determine which native images to generate. One or more combinations of heuristics can be used instead of or in addition to the other techniques described herein for determining when automatic native generation is appropriate. In one form, the process of Figure 5 is at least partially implemented in the operating logic of computing device 100. The procedure begins at start point 290 with providing an automatic native generation service that monitors the application libraries on the machine (stage 292). One or more heuristics are used to determine that native generation is appropriate (stage 294). In one implementation, one heuristic includes monitoring which of the application libraries are used simultaneously by multiple processes (and would thus benefit from native image generation) (stage 294). The system automatically generates/re-generates native images for the application libraries that the heuristics determine are appropriate (stage 296). The process ends at end point 298.

[026] Figure 6 illustrates one implementation of the stages involved in providing an automatic native generation service that automatically re-generates native images that are determined to be invalid. One or more combinations of re-generation techniques for invalid native images can be used instead of or in addition to the other techniques described herein for determining when automatic native generation is appropriate. In one form, the process of Figure 6 is at least
partially implemented in the operating logic of computing device 100. The procedure begins at start point 310 with providing an automatic native generation service that monitors the application libraries on the machine (stage 312). The system attempts to load a particular native image (stage 314), and after unsuccessfully loading the particular native image, determines that the particular native image is invalid (stage 316). An identifier is then stored for the particular native image in a data file or other data storage location (e.g. in a data file where various identifiers are stored for native images that need to be re-generated) (stage 318). The data file is accessed (e.g. asynchronously) to automatically re-generate the particular native image (e.g. from a background process) (stage 320). Other native images referenced in the data file can also be re-generated at this or a later time (stage 320). The process ends at end point 322.

[027] Figure 7 illustrates one implementation of the stages involved in managing and interacting with a data file to help track which native images should be generated by the native generation service. In one form, the process of Figure 7 is at least partially implemented in the operating logic of computing device 100. The procedure begins at start point 340 with using a data file to record information about application libraries for use by the automatic native generation service (stage 342). Data is read from the data file at particular intervals of time to see if there are any entries representing new application libraries for which native images should be generated and/or re-generated (stage 344). When there are entries that need to be processed, a request is placed in the native generation queue so those native images can be regenerated (e.g. when that machine is idle) (stage 346). The corresponding entry is then deleted from the data file (stage 348). Once the machine detects that the machine is idle, the entries in the queue are processed to regenerate the respective native images (stage 350). The data file can optionally be further cleaned after particular intervals of time to ensure it does not grow too large (stage 352). The process ends at end point 354.

[028] Figure 8 is a logical diagram for one implementation of the system of Figure 1 that illustrates the interaction of various libraries and/or subsystems during an automatic native generation process. In one form, the process of Figure 8 is at least
partially implemented in the operating logic of computing device 100. The names
of libraries/assemblies that have opted into native generation along with data on
how many times each library/assembly was used in the last T hours are stored
(370). A loader (372), such as a MICROSOFT® Common Language Runtime
(loader, or another loader can access this usage data (370). This loader (372)
interacts with managed application (376). The usage data (370), along with the
names of libraries/assemblies that have opted into the native generation service that
have stale native images (378) and that have no native images (380) are provided to
a runtime optimization service (374). The runtime optimization service (374) then
generates the native images (NGen images) (382).

[029] Although the subject matter has been described in language specific to
structural features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the subject
matter defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific
features or acts described above. Rather, the specific features and acts described
above are disclosed as example forms of implementing the claims. All equivalents,
changes, and modifications that come within the spirit of the implementations as
described herein and/or by the following claims are desired to be protected.

[030] For example, a person of ordinary skill in the computer software art will
recognize that the client and/or server arrangements, and/or data layouts as
described in the examples discussed herein could be organized differently on one or
more computers to include fewer or additional options or features than as portrayed
in the examples.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for automatically generating native images for a virtual machine comprising the steps of:
   - providing a virtual machine environment where a plurality of application libraries are distributed in an intermediate language format and then compiled at a later point in time (242); and
   - providing an automatic native generation service, the service being operable to monitor the plurality of application libraries, and to generate a native image for a particular one or more of the application libraries when the service determines that native generation is appropriate (244).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the automatic native generation service runs asynchronously (244).

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the automatic native generation service runs when a machine is idle (244).

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the automatic native generation service is further operable to regenerate the native image for the particular one or more of the application libraries when the service determines the native image is invalid (244).

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the automatic native generation service monitors the plurality of application libraries by incrementing a respective counter each time a respective one of the application libraries is loaded (274), and wherein the automatic native generation service uses the respective counter for each of the respective application libraries to determine an order in which to generate a respective native image (280).

6. The method of claim 5, wherein each of the respective counters are sorted in a descending order, and wherein the descending order is used to determine an order in which to generate the respective native image (278).

7. The method of claim 6, wherein a particular application library having a highest respective counter will have the respective native image generated first (280).

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the service determines that native generation is appropriate by using heuristics (294).
9. The method of claim 8, wherein the heuristics used to determine that native
generation is appropriate includes monitoring which of the plurality of application
libraries are used simultaneously by multiple processes (294).

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the intermediate language is Microsoft
Intermediate Language (242).

11. A computer-readable medium having computer-executable instructions for
causing a computer to perform the steps recited in claim 1 (200).

12. A computer-readable medium having computer-executable instructions for
causing a computer to perform steps comprising:

   provide an automatic native generation service for a virtual machine
   environment (206), the service being operable to monitor a plurality of
   application libraries (208), and to generate a native image from an intermediate
   language for a particular one or more of the application libraries when the
   service determines that native generation is appropriate (210).

13. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the native generation
   service is further operable to generate the native image asynchronously (244).

14. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the native generation
   service is further operable to determine that native generation is appropriate at least
   in part by reading a native generation attribute associated with each of the
   application libraries (212).

15. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the native generation
   service is further operable to determine that native generation is appropriate at least
   in part by tracking a load counter for each of the application libraries, sorting the
   load counter for each of the application libraries, and then using the sorted load
   counters to determine an order in which to generate the native image for some or all
   of the application libraries (214).

16. The computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the native generation
   service is further operable to determine that native generation is appropriate at least
   in part by using heuristics (216).
17. A method for automatically detecting invalid native images and automatically regenerating native images for a virtual machine comprising the steps of:

- attempting to load a particular native image (314);
- unsuccessfully loading the particular native image because the particular native image is determined to be invalid (316); and
- automatically regenerating the particular native image (320).

18. The method of claim 17, wherein after unsuccessfully loading the particular native image, an identifier for the particular native image is stored in a data file (318).

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the data file is accessed asynchronously to regenerate the particular native image in a background process (320).

20. A computer-readable medium having computer-executable instructions for causing a computer to perform the steps recited in claim 17 (200).
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